ACADEMY 2017

Fundamentals of Veterinary Dentistry and Oral Surgery

- WORKSHOP -
Dear Colleagues!

This year VetCo is celebrating the 5th anniversary of its educational mission. From the very beginning we have been promoting and implementing the concept of lifelong learning for veterinarians and thus meeting the recommendations of the Polish National Veterinary Chamber.

Until now, we have organized over 30 international conferences, dozens of courses and workshops. We have had a pleasure to host 55 outstanding experts and specialists from more than 30 leading American and Canadian universities and clinics.

To meet your current expectations, on 2017 we are organizing eleven conferences and workshops on various disciplines of small animal veterinary medicine. One of them is the Fundamentals of Veterinary Dentistry and Oral Surgery. As our participants represent a constantly increasing level of expertise, our conferences will also have the level of difficulty raised, which is guaranteed with our supreme keynote speakers who share their great practical experience with attendees. We hope that our conferences will benefit veterinarians and their patients with top-end knowledge, diagnostics and treatment.

See you at VetCo!

Marcin Suszyński
DVM, MPVM

veterinary consulting & control
Events - VetCo 2017

Small Animal Nephrology and Clinical Nutrition  
(February 17)

Small Animal Gastroenterology and Radiology  
(February 18-19)

Small Animal Dermatology and Endocrinology  
(March 11-12)

Small Animal Soft Tissue Surgery  
(April 8-9)

Small Animal Anaesthesiology  
(April 21)

Small Animal Critical Care  
(April 22-23)

Small Animal Neurology and Radiology  
(May 20-21)

Fundamentals of Small Animal Dentistry and Oral Surgery  
(June 9-11)

Feline Medicine  
(September 23-24)

Small Animal Cardiology  
(October 7-8)

Small Animal Nephrology and Urology  
(November 18-19)
Extract

Poland
Explore Wild!

Baltic cost with one of the calmest beaches

Biebrza - one of the untouched rivers in Europe

Every fourth stork was born in Poland

Polish bison is the biggest European wild mammal

Tatra mountains - way shorter than Alps but still as magnificent as them!

Mazury - a region of thousand lakes
Meet the history!

**Auschwitz-Birkenau** - the largest of the former German Nazi concentration camps and extermination centers where over 1.1 million people lost their lives.

**Biskupin** - the ancient settlement was built on a marshy island, most probably in 738 B.C.

**Cracow** - a former capital, city of Renaissance architecture, poetry, music and theater.

**Warsaw** - a phoenix city destroyed in 90% during WWII and rebuilt soon after, current capitol.
Physicist, chemist who developed theory of radioactivity and discovered two elements

Radium & Polon

Renaissance astronomer who published *De revolutionibus orbium coelestium* and defined a model of the universe

Heliocentrism

Romantic piano virtuoso and brilliant composer, despite he gave only a few concerts

“Polonaise a dur”

Painter, assemble artist, theatre director known from his experimental performances

“Dead Class”
Have Fun!

WARSAW FILM FESTIVAL

KRAKOW FESTIVAL

WOODSTOCK FESTIVAL POLAND

Woodstock festival is a celebration of hippie philosophy - 3 days of free concerts, performances and freedom!
Feel invited!

ONE country
TWO the best American Universities
THREE days of knowledge and practice
FOUR brilliant Diplomates

...and...

...UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCES!
Fundamentals of Small Animal Dentistry and Oral Surgery

June 9-11, 2017

Frank J. M. Verstraete & Boaz Arzi
Best dentists and maxillofacial surgeons from USA together at workshops in Poland!

Santiago Peralta & Nadine Fiani
Day 1:

Orofacial anatomy, examination and periodontal treatment

Lectures:
Oral anatomy and oral examination
Common oral diseases and indications for extractions (perio, endo, resorption etc.)
Periodontal charting and periodontal treatment

Lab:
Identifying pertinent oral structures
Periodontal charting
Sonic and ultrasonic scaling
Hand scaling
Polishing

Post lab discussion:
Clinical cases
Day 2:

**Dental Radiology**

**Lectures:**

Principles of dental radiography

How to obtain dental radiographs in dogs and cats: video based lecture

**Lab 1:**

group A - dogs, group B - cats

**Lab 2:**

group A - cats, group B - dogs

**Post lab discussion:**

Interpretation of dental radiographs
Day 3:

Simple and surgical extractions

Lectures:

Fundamentals of dental extractions

Equipment and instruments for extractions
  – simple vs. surgical

Preparing for extractions – regional anesthesia, antibiotics, patient position and clinician comfort etc.

Lab:

Nerve blocks

Extractions of incisor teeth

Extractions in cats

Extractions in dogs:

MaxP4, MaxC, MandM1
Accommodation in Warsaw

Special offer - Discount for Promo-code “VETco”!

Warsaw Plaza Hotel

Adress: Łączyny 5, 02-820 Warsaw
Reservations: +48 22 431 08 00
E-mail: rezerwacja@warsawplazahotel.pl

Airport Hotel Okęcie

Adress: 17 Stycznia 24, 02-146 Warsaw
Reservations: +48 22 456 80 00
E-mail: rezerwacja@airporthotel.pl
VetCo - Veterinary Consulting & Control
al. 3 Maja 7/2
00-401 Warsaw
Poland

e-mail: biuro@vetco.pl
phone: +48 792 390 350

Register now at: www.vetco.org

Price: 1200 €
Includes: welcome reception and Warsaw walk, workshop, handouts, coffee breaks and lunches

Number of participants extremely limited
First come - first served!
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